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The 2019 Autumn Edition of Times Past …. Message from the Editor.----Due to a major computer failure I am not sure how this edition will turn out. I can only
try to produce an edition on a new a laptop which unfortunately does not have all my
past information. Plus this contraption operates differently to my old desktop !!!

From Liz Peters, membership secretary.
We say a big welcome to our new members that have joined us over the last few months. Bearing
in mind that Times Past has a wider distribution than the MAS itself, regretfully recent changes in
the data protection legislation advise us against publishing all the new members names as part of
our mission to comply with members personal details being held securely. So, sorry we are unable
to greet you by name in this publication but hopefully we will meet up at future events.

We all owe a big THANK YOU to our Committee members who put
in so much time and effort, mostly behind the scenes, to keep the
Society afloat. Hopefully some of the existing and new member
could find the time and energy to contribute to the smooth running
of M.A.S.- all contributions would be most welcome.
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DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
Talks below are at Liston Hall, Marlow SL7 1DD
Entrance: £4.50 - Members MAS/AiM £3 - Students £1.50
Free adjacent parking after 7pm
THURSDAY 24 OCTOBER 2019 at 8pm

Roman roads in Britain
Paddy Lambert Oxford Archaeology East
The Roman road network in Britain is the epitome of Roman civilisation, bringing trade and opening
Britain to an empire that stretched from the cold winds of Scotland, to the decadence of the orient.
They remain one of the most enduring of archaeological legacies. Yet, they are still shrouded in myth
and misconception. The real story of the roads and where they eventually lead us is more surprising,
and much more interesting. It's not 'what the Romans did for us' - it's how they did it.

THURSDAY 14 NOVEMBER 2019 at 8pm
Beacons of the Past –
Shining Light on the Archaeology of the Chilterns Landscape
Dr Ed Peveler

In this talk Dr Ed Peveler, Landscape Heritage Officer at the Chilterns Conservation Board, will
update the societies on the progress of the National Lottery funded “Beacons of the Past” project. This
summer 1400 km2 of LiDAR data was released for Citizen Science analysis, allowing archaeology
hidden beneath Chilterns woodlands to be spotted and recorded. Ed will introduce the mechanics of
LiDAR survey, and share some of the exciting new discoveries coming to light.
(joint talk AiM/MAS)

A U3A lecture :The Engineering, Technology & Transport Group (“ETT”)
LIDAR – Archaeological Investigation using Radar. By Andy Emberton
- 5 November – 2 – 4.30 At Christ Church (URC) Quotings Square, 18 Oxford Road, Marlow.
Doors open from 1.45 pm – no access after 2.10 pm.
Please note no on-site parking.
Contact Nigel Cornish nigel.cornish@ntlworld.com if interested.
And from the Marlow Society – also Liston Hall 8 pm:Tuesday 29 October – The Great Bath Road Julian Hunt – Local History Society.
Monday 18 November - The History of High Wycombe – High Wycombe Society.
Tuesday 26 November – Boat Building and Steam on the Thames. Neil Garside.

And finally
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At the Ashmolean Museum Oxford UNTL12 Jan 2020.
A highly recommended visit - celebrating of the Romans love affair with food and drink:-

LAST SUPPER IN POMPEII
When, in AD79, ash from the eruption of Mount Vesuvius rained down on the sunny southern
Italian town of Pompeii the inhabitants were engaged in their daily activities, such as
producing, buying and selling food and of course eating and drinking. This disaster brought
an abrupt end to their lives This exhibition provides a fantastic insight into their activities at
the time when the ash descended – carbonised food on the table to the contents of the
kitchen drains, people and animals and much more were preserved.

I have friends who have visited this exhibition more than once and cant praise it enough!
It is really worth the trip – you can use park and ride to get there!
Booking is advisable - Tickets - Full price £12.25 Seniors £11.25 etc. – Plus £1 booking fee
For more details visit https://www.ashmolean.org/pompeii

☺☺☺

Did you know?
Also at the Ashmolean Museum
Archaeological Object and Coin Identification Service
A monthly identification service for archaeological objects and coins is normally
held on the first Wednesday of each month, 12-2 pm. It is run jointly with the
Portable Antiquities Scheme. Take along your finds! (It just might be a good idea
to check that the free service is operating when you want to go– booking not
required.
01865 78000

Archaeology = Oxford University Department for Continuing Education
https://www.conted.ox.ac.uk/about/archaeology-and-anthropology
Archaeology (together with Ancient History, Egyptology and Anthropology) is one of the
Department's most comprehensively taught subjects, offering students the chance for
progression from a single day school through Oxford award and degree programmes. ... In
addition to short courses ... interested.
View their web site or phone for brochure on 01865 270360
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A Desk-based Assessment
➢ This is a very important “behind the scenes” operation; it is often a time
consuming, but very interesting, activity that must be undertaken before any
evacuations can proceed. What’s involved?
Desk-based assessments involve the analysis, interpretation and
compilation of information from:
•

local and national archaeological databases;

•

historic and recent maps, generally held in county archives
offices;

•

historic information, also held by county archives offices;

•

local *** and aerial photographs, often held in local and
national collections;

•

unpublished reports on previous archaeological investigations;

•

published accounts on the archaeology, history and geology of the
study area;

•

geotechnical investigations;

•

a site inspection to assess site conditions and constraints.

Without this research excavations should not be undertaken.
*** There are numerous sources for photographs. I found it interesting, for example, to look
at past and present street scenes and clothes fashion in the photos helps with dating.
Examples, [one can look for free but to use some are free, some need to be purchased] :HEIR Project - School of Archaeology - University of Oxford . The Historic Environment Image
Resource. To join our tagging project ... To search our on-line database of images, go to
http://heir.arch.ox.ac.uk.
Historic England
https://historicengland.org.uk/images-books/archive/collections/photographs/
Archived film of government origin is held at the British Film Institute. ... The earliest
identified photographs in our collection date from the early 1850s
Old Pictures - Photos of Britain - Historic Newspapers
https://www.historic-newspapers.co.uk/local/
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The Francis Frith nostalgic photos archive houses hundreds of stunning images of Britain
throughout the last century. Search old photos with our online archive ...
https://historicengland.org.uk/images-books/photos/
... over 95,000 aerial photographs covering the whole country and order online through our
Britain from Above website. ... A collection of Educational Images from the Historic England
Archive ... Use our free or paid-for services to find photos.
Last but not least are Aerial photographs
These can be viewed on such sites as Heritage England (where there are more than 4 Million
examples). Google Earth cold provide more recent information and there must be a source to
locate the latest technology – Drones.
There will be more sources just browse the internet!!
☺☺☺☺☺

I read the bit below in a U3A communication; it was written by
Paul Tublin,
the leader of the comedy group of the Rickmansworth and District U3A:-

“The leader of the Roman Empire asked
what frozen rain was called.
His followers replied: Hail Caesar “
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This newspaper report is reproduced by kind permission of the Marlow Herald
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THE ROOKERY MARLOW
MAS contributed to the 2019 National Festival of Archaeology by mounting a display
and excavating a 2x1m trench (T49), (27/28 July 2019) designed to further
investigate the 1770 farmhouse north-west wall and the possibility of a later
basement. The Editor thanks Colin Berks for the following update on Rookery: -

THE ROOKERY, MARLOW, An update (July 2019) report by Colin Berks
The Rookery, a demolished house site has been investigated by MAS since 2011.
There had been previous document research (mainly by the sadly deceased Tony
Reeve) which hinted at a significant complex of buildings since at least 1750 and the
possibility of a chapel. In 1964 the house was demolished by WDC as being
uneconomic to maintain. Matters were brought to our attention in 2011 by TfB works
to renew the path across the area which disturbed large amounts of brickwork.
Initially MAS unsuccessfully attempted resistivity due to the spread of the demolition.
In May 2011 MAS commenced a series of relatively small trial trenches, positioned to
follow structures which revealed a maid’s pantry (with intact floor), laundry and staff
accommodation, all yielding many finds. The building was complex, of various dates
and extensive, occupying an area of 41x23m. The method of using small trenches
was due to limited resources and time and is ongoing. However, in 2013 a larger,
(11x7m) trench was excavated covering the house front and a later porch. This
revealed several phases of construction mainly dated from records and finds,
1660/80, 1770, 1850, 1910, 1960. Some of these phases were complete rebuilds,
alterations or extensions. Excavation to the north revealed extensive workshops and
stores probably based on the 1770 farmhouse. This larger excavation revealed a
vertical series of chalk block/rock foundations, with upper layers of differing brickwork
- an early 1770 farmhouse mainly rebuilt in1850 with upper part alterations and
extensions. The lower part of the front wall revealed a well-built inner face of regular
chalk blocks, a basement with alcoves, shelf supports, large heating pipes etc. Some
of the alcoves had interesting finds, including wine racks and bottles! Excavation in
2014 revealed a butler’s pantry, dining room with a connecting corridor with an intact
paved floor. Up to 2015 there were many small trenches excavated following the
structure, allowing a comprehensive (but not complete) record of all buildings.
Throughout this period MAS provided displays and demonstration trenches for public
viewing.
It is reasonably clear is that there had been some 5 rebuilds on the same foundations
plus several extensions. Alistair Worrall who lived in the house shortly before
demolition was of great assistance as he was able to let us know the purpose of each
part. There may have also been a 13th century chapel associated with the Knight
Templar on the site !
The contribution to the 2019 National Festival of Archaeology excavated, along with
a display (27/28 July 2019) a 2x1m trench (T49), was designed to further investigate
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the 1770 farmhouse north-west wall and the possibility of a later basement. What
was discovered? Below the demolition rubble was a layer of garden soil, into this had
been dug a modern trench with a small piece of conduit in the trench wall. Below this
was a regular foundation 0.5m wide of broken chalk, the south face was cut chalk
blocks, indicating a basement probably to the 1770 farmhouse. Whilst this foundation
had mortar on the top there was no indication of upper brickwork. Significant was a
small section of brickwork (part tumbled) from the chalk block face towards the southeast and at an angle of 90 degrees from the chalk blocks. When the T49 trench
record was plotted it fitted with the predicted position and alignment of the 1770
farmhouse wall.
The excavations will continue………. Colin Berks MCIfA MAAIS ArcServ July 2019











Cookham Regatta: Saturday 7 September.
This annual fun event is organized by the Rotary Clubs of Cookham and Marlow
Thames; its aim is to provide funds and raise awareness for charities both home and
overseas. MAS, yet again, supports this event and mounts a display.

Photo kindly supplied by Colin Berks.
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Vindolanda Roman Fort is the most important site on the Hadrian’s Wall complex, and
probably the most important Roman site in Britain. The reason is the Tablets (hand-written
letters from 1900 years ago written by a whole range of people) and the huge number of
artefacts found on site. This has been made possible by at least 8 forts built one on top of
another. Each time the site was levelled and then covered by an air- tight layer of clay, which
preserved what lay underneath. 7000 shoes have been found, which is just an indication of
the magnitude of the artefacts found!
Over the years several members of MAS have joined teams of excavators at the fascinating
site of Vindolanda. This year Times Past has received two reports:Vindolanda 8th - 19th April 2019 by Mrs Bridget Watson.
Once again, I made the journey north to Hadrian’s Wall country and the excavations at
Vindolanda. This year, unlike 2018, the weather was dry for the 2 weeks and occasionally the
temperature rose to levels whereby I had to remove my fleece. I don’t often do that!
As usual the work was hard but never boring. Even if you find yourself on a particularly
uninspiring bit of ground there is always the frisson of excitement when one of your fellow
diggers unearths something noteworthy.
We were divided into 2 teams, one to work in the deep sections of the defensive ditch and the
rest of us further up the hill to the north of the Bath House. The area I was in seemed to be
mostly rubble from the demolition of the 17th century farmhouse built on the site. This
building was occupied by various tenant farmers until the mid-Victorian era when it became
dormitory accommodation for the miners who were digging for lime. This probably accounts
for the large number of clay pipe stems found. The building itself was demolished in the late
19th early 20th century.
I spent a lot of time cleaning up a cobbled surface that was possibly the back yard of the
farmhouse. I love cleaning cobbles (NOT)! My ‘star’ find this year was a Roman lead
weight. This looked like a lump of rock but was far too heavy and unfortunately it was also
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damaged. The finds included a jet ring, bits of armour, a couple of intaglios, a coin and the
inevitable quantity of broken pot.
From the deep excavations, the anaerobic layers, the finds included a quantity of shoes, tent
pegs, writing tablets, wax and ink, and the complete lower jaw bone of a horse.
The 2 weeks passed so quickly. I caught up with friends from previous years and was
pleasantly surprised that I survived without too many aches and pains apart from a blister on
one of my arthritic knuckles. I will be back next year, I hope.
The location of Vindolanda in relation to Hadrian’s Wall. ©Vindolanda Trust

Vindolanda 2019 (26 August-6 September)
From the pen of Doug Courtney
Our group of about 25 diggers, including some from Australia, USA and Germany, old hands
and ‘Vindolanda Virgins’ were put to work de-turfing an east-west strip about 25m x 3m, in
the southwest quarter of the last Roman fort (3-4 Century), which was completed in about an
hour. No post Roman finds were revealed, merely a 20 pence coin!
We were allocated positions along the trench: I was at the extreme western end, above what
would eventually reveal the intervallum road at the edge of the fort adjacent to the fort wall.
Once the uppermost stones were revealed and cleaned, we concentrated on the roadside
drainage channel which was still intact but filled with tumbled rock from adjacent buildings.
Once cleared, we had a nice, but somewhat narrow channel. We were then asked to clear the
rubble from the road surface, which continued for the rest of the week, until rain prevented
further work on Friday, and we lost about 45 minutes digging time.
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On Monday of the second week, we were moved into one of the rooms that had been revealed
nearer the middle of the quadrant, in a supposed barrack block, and asked, along with two
other diggers to clear the stones and work the surface back from a dividing wall. The adjacent
room contained possible evidence of a hypocaust, and a gap revealed on ‘our’ wall was
suspected as being a heating flue, but we were never to reveal more evidence as rain again
curtailed our efforts, and in order to protect the archaeology, we were again moved back to
the intervallum road, once the rain eased.
More of the intervallum road along the west side had been de-turfed, and three other groups
joined us working down to reveal the road surface, which was proving elusive, and much
deeper down than was expected. On the way down a good quantity of pot, bone, glass, nails
and other metalwork was extracted, but no intaglios, spear-heads, spindle-whorls and other
more impressive finds that surfaced elsewhere.
The ‘drain’ that we exposed in the first few days had transformed into the edge of a fine wall,
which was of a later date than the other exposed walls, as it cut across them and a road
surface. Despite the rain, we pressed on with only two days to go before returning home –
some of the cobbled road surface had been revealed, but due to undulations it was deeper in
some parts than others.
On the final afternoon, I was asked to help another group to clean up a different road surface
in preparation for aerial drone photography due to happen the following day – we all put a
final spurt of effort in to leave the site as orderly as possible for the drone and the final group
of diggers of this season.

The roadside drain at the beginning of
the first week.

The ‘drain’ in
second week

Photographs supplied by Doug Coutrney.
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During a visit to the museum in the Pump Room, Leamington Spa, in a display
cabinet I spotted this worked bone – something I had personally never come across
before!!! NB badly labelled – no date or measurements given.
Anne Spencer August 2019.

Marlow Museum
Open hours November – March. \Open weekends and most Bank Holidays 15pm; Wednesday 2-5 pm and Sunday2-4 pm. Admission Free.
Hidden Bisham on now , soon will be The Spotted Boy .
The museum has produced an excellent booklet entitled
“The Story of Marlow – From Prehistoric Times to the Present Day”.
Price £4.50
www.marlowmuseum.org
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Back in 2011 the Boxford History Society community project discovered a
large Roman villa, along with a bath house and farm buildings in Boxford,,
Berkshire. Ongoing excavations uncovered, in 2017, a Roman mosaic. Now
widely reported in the media are details of this ‘second to none’ mosaic
which was fully excavated in the summer season of 2019. As it is too big to
be lifted and placed in a museum it has been recovered and left in situ.

Boxford History Society – Volunteers wash a mosaic floor for the first time in 1,700 years

A Roman mosaic was fully uncovered in a West Berkshire village of Boxford. It has
been described as one of Britain's most exciting discoveries. It is one of just three
known mosaics of its kind in the world, according to Anthony Beeson, an expert on
Roman and Greek architecture and art. Archaeologist Matt Nichol described it as
"second to none" in terms of imagery and iconography. The mosaic depicts a
mythical chariot race for the hand of a princess. Fully recorded it has been carefully
reburied because of its location on private arable farming land.
Mr Nichol, who worked on the dig, said: "It's been quite overwhelming, not just for me
but everyone involved. Joy Appleton, from the Boxford History Project, said "It's
absolutely beyond our expectations. We now know it's a unique mosaic but to find it
here in little old Boxford is quite something. She said the area has "lots of iron age
and bronze age stuff around" as well as Saxon but no Roman finds until 2011. Now
we've found them and that's that link through the history of the village of Boxford,"
she said, adding: "There's nothing like it at all in Roman Britain."
Explaining the story depicted in the mosaic, Mr Beeson said: "The pavement shows
Bellerophon and Pegasus but the main action is the story of Pelops and his race to
win the hand of the Princess Hippodamia. The king, Oenomaus, having been told
that his future son-in-law would bring about his death, made all contestants race him
in a chariot but handicapped them by putting the princess in the vehicle with them.
The losers were decapitated, and their heads displayed. Pelops persuaded a former
lover Myrtilus and the King's chariot master to substitute a wax lynch pin and the king
was killed when the wheels flew off. Pelops thereby won but killed Myrtilus who
cursed his lineage and brought about the curse of the Pelops. The king's funerary
games are said to be the origin of the Olympics."
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?? Are YOU a member of MAS ??
Subscriptions, renewable 1 May annually, are very reasonable. Do join us.
Individual £12: Couples or families at the same address £15: Full time students £5.
Insurance for Fieldwork :- £12 per year or £2 per day per person.
Membership secretary – Lis Peters – lizpeters44@icloud.com -phone 07957136065

The Daily Mail on a Saturday at the beginning of September printed:THE TOP TEN FINDS
1. £3.3 million in Staffordshire – 2009…..THE largest hoard of Anglo-Saxon gold
ever discovered in a field, near Hammerwich near Litchfield in Staffordshire.
2. £1.35 million in Watlington, Oxfordshire, 2015…..200 coins dating from the time of
Alfred the Great.
v
3. £320,259 in Frome, Somerset – 2010…….More than 50,000 Roman coins dating
from AD 235 to 305.
4. £300,000 in Glastonbury, Somerset – 1999….Cousins Martin and Kevin Elliot
found more than 9,000 Roman coins
5. £100,000 in Seaton Devon – 2013 ….The fifth largest discovery of Roman coins
in Britain. Found by Laurence Egerton.

A small selection of
The Staffordshire Hoard
stokemuseums.org.uk
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Finally, many thanks are, of course, due to the contributors to this
edition of Times Past - without whom there would be little or no content
to print. And apologies to anyone whose contributions that may have been
lost due to my major computer failure!!!
The next edition of Times Past will be out in the Spring of 2020. So
please do let me have your contributions any time between now and then –
I will hopefully soon have my next edition file just waiting
Comments as to the contents – be they adverse or whatever - are always
welcome.

Anne Spencer – Editor

01628487790
Fitzroy House
21 St Peter Street
Marlow
SL7 1NQ

annerayspencer@googlemail.com

P.S. Just to add early Christmas Greetings to one and all.

Printed by

SOUTH BUCKS BUSINESS PRODUCTS.
www.southbucksprint.co.uk

01494 437470
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